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01 SETTING THE SCENE
The first South African Extraordinary Schools Coalition

Community of Practice (SAESC CoP) of 2019 followed 

on from Inanda Seminary’s 150 year celebration. The 

theme for this meeting centred on lessons learnt 

from school heads and their focus moving forward. 

Members also enjoyed a discussion on mentoring as 

BRIDGE presented it’s work on the Standard Bank 

Tutuwa Programme. Lastly, the CoP was inspired by a 

session led by John Gilmour about empowering 

learners to improve the world.  In checking in we 

welcomed some newcomers, mainly student 

teachers/future teachers, as well as long standing 

members.  

05 EMPOWERING 
STUDENTS TO IMPROVE 
THE WORLD 

02 WELCOME BY INANDA 
SEMINARY SCHOOL
The meeting began with Inanda Seminary’s Kim 

Simons who gave a snapshot of the history of the 

school and its vision for the future. In the 1930’s 

Inanda was one of the only schools open to Black 

learners. The school allowed its female learners to 

write full matric exams whose results were 

considered competitive in relation to other schools in

the area. The Inanda DNA –consists of teaching 

learners what books and google cannot as they 

prepare learners for a world that we don’t yet know  

06 LEARNING BY DOING 



about, engaging learners in academic discourse, promoting leadership, and a 

Christian ethos as well as instilling values in learners that go beyond the school. 

03 SCHOOL SHARING SESSION 

After Kim’s welcome, members were invited into classrooms to watch some lessons in 

action. The CoP expressed its admiration of Inanda’s commitment to sharing the lessons 

they’ve learnt. 

 

Following the classroom visits, some members of the Coalition were invited to represent 

their respective schools in discussing a recent journey in their context and the learnings 

thereof. A summary of these discussions are captured below.

LEAP 4 School Diepsloot - James Malope

Dominican Convent School -  Graham Howarth

James Malope shared his journey as a former learner at LEAP 4 to becoming a teacher 

and then a principal at the school. James discussed his experience as a principal. 

explaining that at first he thought that being a principal meant that he could make all the

decisions. He soon learnt that talking to people and involving everyone in the school in 

decision making was the best way forward. He has learnt the value of including others in 

the decision making processes to encourage better collaboration and team work.  

Graham, headmaster at Dominican Convent School, admitted that there was a great deal 

of discomfort involved in being a leader, but that one must get used to that. Graham 

shared how his school allowed their sports committee, made up of learners, to run a 

sports day. The day was a success and Graham learnt that "children have far more to offer 

than sometimes we expect, we only need to empower and support them in this process." 

St Nicholas Diocesan School - Leon Grové 

Leon, principal at St Nicholas, shared his realisation upon attending his first Coalition 

meeting. He explained that he believed the Coalition to be a space where everyone’s voice

is heard. He added, "it’s about real practice and practice that people can use in their 

classrooms". Leon explained that he takes something back with him from each 

meeting, and he knows that each time he takes a step he has the support of the Coalition. 

LEAP - Lawrence Manyesa 

Lawrence was at LEAP 6 Ga-Rankuwa for eight years and has since been promoted to the 

position of school leader responsible for all six LEAP schools. He explained that he has had

to take risks in the past and has found comfort in the discomfort of this process. Lawrence 

admitted that at times he has felt bored and directionless in his role.  



John Gilmour gave him advice as to how to categorise his priorities in terms of immediate,

medium and long terms actionable items. Lawrence explained that he believes in giving 

his LEAP schools the autonomy to make their own decisions and feels that his role is a 

more supportive one. He believes that there is more strength in working together than in 

micromanaging.  

LEAP 6 Ga-Rankuwa - Wilhelmina Motileng 

Wilhelmina Motileng, who is the newly appointed school leader at LEAP 6 Ga-Rankuwa, 

confessed that her position can be a lonely one, but that sharing with other school leaders

helps. Whelimina shared on an effort at her school aimed at tackling maths and science 

learner outcomes. Projects were introduced and the school started to work with an 

organisation called Clean Energy. As part of this work, learners build materials using Lego 

and are involved in solar energy projects and other science related activities. This has 

peaked a lot of learner’s interest in maths and science and led to the creation of a Science 

Club at the school run by learners. The Club's latest project, which learners took charge of 

and owned, was the construction of a solar car, Wilhelmina believes that giving learners 

autonomy to make their own decisions is key to teaching and learning. 

04 BRIDGE STANDARD BANK TUTUWA 
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW  

Following on from the presentation by the Coalition's school leaders, BRIDGE's Hassiena 

Marriott offered a brief overview of the BRIDGE Standard Bank Tutuwa Programme. BRIDGE 

and the Standard Bank Tutuwa Community Foundation have developed a 5 year programme

that seeks to support schools in improving learner outcomes.  The BRIDGE-Tutuwa 

programme will empower school leaders and HODs to implement quality educational 

practices and processes through a combination of mentoring, professional learning 

communities (PLCs) and peer review. The Peer Review Process, as developed by the Coalition, 

and the CoPs learnings and resources will be adapted for use in this programme. 

 

Phadiela Cooper was brought into the Tutuwa programme to assist, mentor, coach and share

knowledge and expertise with the principals in the Tutuwa schools. This process doesn’t 

happen overnight, it takes time to develop trust and build relationships. Phadiela went on to 

explain: “you need to be willing to learn and share, and not come from a position of ‘I know 

best’. It’s more about listening to the principals and finding out what they do well. Each of us 

has mentored someone in our journey and we learn from others while being a mentor”. 

To learn more about LEAP 6 's solar car project , click here . 

To learn more about the BRIDGE Standard Bank Tutuwa Programme, click here.

https://www.awsumnews.co.za/regions/pretoria/st-albans-college-and-leap-school-builds-a-solar-car-sonketogether/
http://www.bridge.org.za/knowledgehub/bridge-standard-bank-tutuwa-community-foundation-leadership-development-programme-brochure/


05 EMPOWERING STUDENTS TO IMPROVE THE WORLD 

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a collection of 17 global goals set by the 

United Nations General Assembly in 2015. The goals are broad and interdependent, yet 

each has a separate list of targets to achieve. Achieving all 169 targets would mean 

accomplishing all 17 goals. The SDGs cover social and economic development issues 

including poverty, hunger, health, education, global warming, gender equality, water, 

sanitation, energy, urbanization, environment and social justice. 

 

With the SDGs in mind John started this session off by getting participants into groups 

where they discussed the 3 biggest problems that this generation will have to find 

solutions for. Common issues related to this SDGs include: the rapidly changing job 

market, issues related to land, climate change, xenophobia and issues of migration and 

inequality. 

 

John urged members to think about how the curriculum is preparing children to deal 

with these problems. Educationists worldwide have put the SDGs front and centre in their

curriculum, and South Africa must do the same. The people who are in the best position 

to make this happen are our teachers because the mind set shift required is huge. 

Members of the coalition have started working on practical examples of how to integrate 

the SDGs into the curriculum by creating lesson plans that include the SDGs. Members 

will get to engage with these lesson plans at our next meeting.  



06 LEARNING BY DOING 
The CoP meeting came to close after an explanatory discussion of MakerSpace. 

Makerspaces provide hands-on, creative ways to encourage students to design, 

experiment, build and invent as they deeply engage in science, engineering and tinkering. 

 

A MakerSpace is not solely a science lab, woodshop, computer lab or art room, but it may 

contain elements found in all of these familiar spaces. Therefore, it must be designed to 

accommodate a wide range of activities, tools and materials. Diversity and cross- 

pollination of activities are critical to the design, making and exploration process, and they 

are what set makerspaces and STEAM labs apart from single-use spaces. Lawrence 

Manyesa shared about the use of this initiative at LEAP 3. LEAP 3 created a make shift 

science laboratory wherein the learners are encouraged to look at problems in their 

communities and share ideas as a team on how to tackle these issues. The school has also 

partnered with Team4Tech on a robotics programme which provides learners with critical 

thinking and problem solving skills. 

 

Noloyiso Lange expounded on this project based learning space. At Dominican, Matrics do

One Research Tasks (ORTs) – a matric student chooses one subject to do one research task

for. Noloyiso shared some of the problems encountered with this approach. One is that 

learners only learn about plagiarism in Grade 12, but we need to teach learners to trust 

their own voices and opinions early on. A solution to this was to bring in project based 

learning in each grade. Noloyiso provided an example of project based learning in her 

school. She explained that when 'Romeo and Juliet' formed part of the curriculum, 

learners were asked to choose one news-worthy event that happened in the play and 

then do an audio broadcast of this. This helped build the confidence of learners who were 

nervous to speak in front of a class. 

Shout Out Box

Shoutout to Noloyiso for her teaching practice segment 
Shoutout to Phadeila about her conversation at lunch  
Shoutout to the St Nicholas interns 
Shoutout to the 5 heads of schools with their honesty and vulnerability 
Shoutout to Inanda and BRIDGE for organising  
Shoutout to Hassiena and Judy for their support 
Shoutout to John as he is an inspiration as a leader in education.        
Flying the flag for education.  



The CoP is reminded of BRIDGE’s knowledge management role. All 
meetings, presentations and discussions are captured and shared on 
BRIDGE’s Knowledge Hub, to access the Knowledge Hub, click here.  

http://www.bridge.org.za/knowledge-hub/



